
In this audio fragment, I discuss the rules of the game with Carlos, as I feel he is not abiding 
by them. 
 
Bibi: I want to photograph you one more time and.. Well if you want to photograph me 
another time, that’s ok. 
 
Carlos: No, you know exactly what we are going to do. I am not going to be the model next 
time, it’s your turn. You know this. You can write this down in your logbook. I’m not giving in. 
 
Bibi: Did you really photograph me two times already? Two roles of film? 
 
Carlos: Two roles of film? One right? Or two, yes that could be. 
 
Bibi: Two. One time you photographed me outside in the playground and one time you 
photographed me inside at your house. Right? 
 
Carlos: Oh yeah, that’s true. 
 
Bibi: Well I now have one roll of film with photos of you on it.. 
 
Carlos: Yes, that’s correct. So we will have three roles of film, three with photos of you on it 
and two with photos of me on it. That’s right.  
 
Bibi: Ok… 
 
Carlos: I know exactly what you mean. 
 
Bibi: So why do you think that it is your turn right now? Because you have two roles of film 
and I.. 
 
Carlos: Because, according to the rules that you wrote down on a piece of paper and 
showed to me.. we are supposed to take turns. Which has nothing to do with the amount of 
film rolls. The rule is that we take turns photographing each other, so now it is my turn. You 
made the rules yourself, you know.. 
 
Bibi: (laughs) Yes, although.. we already broke the rules when you photographed me for the 
second time. Because it was actually my turn to photograph.  
 
Carlos: Back then, the rules were not yet established. You made those rules later. 
 
Bibi: Really.. 
 
Carlos: Yes, at that moment, we already took two roles of film with photos of you on it. 
 
Bibi: Ok.. 


